
Amirkul Sh. Amanov, Natalia V. Gagarina. Macrostructural analysis of narrative texts 

of Turkic-speaking bilingual schoolchildren 

The present study is devoted to the analysis of the macrostructure of oral narrative texts of 

Turkic-speaking bilingual schoolchildren. The research material was obtained using a MAIN — 

Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives — a tool for assessing the narrative abilities of 

bilinguals. Subjects for the analysis represent the most common language groups among children in 

Kazakhstan. The results of the study differ significantly from previous findings regarding the ratio of 

qualitative and quantitative indicators of the macrostructural complexity of bilingual stories in two 

languages, as well as in the comparative description of the features of closely related languages, their 

connections, similarities and differences in the conditions of bilingualism and multilingualism. 

Observations show that narrative competence develops depending on the subject’s age and 

propensity for storytelling and becomes fully structured only in the adulthood. Children begin to create 

narratives at about two years old, and from that moment their narrative competence develops intensively, 

although at different rates speed. A closer look at the various macrostructural components showed that the 

production was strikingly similar in the three language groups, both for frequently used and rarely 

encountered components of the macrostructure. The complexity of the plot was also considered from the 

other side — by estimating the number of episodes in which participants implemented complete GАО 

sequences. In all three language groups, on both L1 and L2, most speakers used at least one complete 

sequence. Nevertheless, it becomes clear that when conducting scientific research on bilingualism in the 

republic, it is necessary to take into account the regional socio-economic, demographic and ethno-

linguistic conditions that have historically developed on the vast territory of the country. 
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Anar A. Gadzhieva. Reflection of the peculiarities the dialect of Semirechensk region in “the 

Tale of Kara-Mergen” 

The article describes vowel and consonant features of “The Tale of Kara-Mergen” (Kazan, 1901) 

from N. N. Pantusov’s collection which was recorded in Semirechye. The author considers in detail the 

monument`s writing system and analyzes the phonological and morphological features of the text’s 

language in comparison with the data of previously studied Cyrillic books in the Kazakh language 

[Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach 1891; Primer for Kyrgyz people 1892; School of Piety 1892; The 

Baptism of Russia 1892], which were published within the framework of the Kyrgyz mission at the end of 

19th and the beginning of the 20th century.  

The analysis showed that the vocalism presented in “Kara-Mergen” does not differ significantly 

from the vocalism of the compared first Cyrillic books in Kazakh. A review of examples illustrating the 

tendencies of labial vowel harmony showed that the labialization of narrow vowels of the second, third 

and fourth syllables is fixed in writing in all cases. As a result of the study, it was concluded that the 

system of vowel harmony in “Kara-Mergen” differs from the literary Kazakh language and from the first 

books studied earlier. This confirms the fact that scientists have not previously studied the first books in 

the Semirechensk dialect.  

An analysis of the accusative affix, the archaic version of which (-ny) sporadically preserved in 

“Kara-Mergen” and in Western [Wisdom 1891] and Northern [Primer 1892] dialect books, shows that its 

change, apparently, was not yet completed at the end of the 19th century. 
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Alfiya M. Galieva. Phoneme distribution in a Tatar text: a quantitative approach 

Along with the qualitative description of phonemes which is presented in Tatar grammars, their 

quantitative description is often required. Such a research should be performed on a sufficient volume of 



text data which would contain lexical items in their natural surroundings and reflect basic regularities of 

the language system. 

This paper analyzes the distribution of phonemes and phoneme combinations in the story by 

Amirkhan Yeniki “Äytelmägän vasɪyät” (“The unspoken testament”). The research material was the text 

converted to a phonologically relevant form. The absolute and relative frequencies (using the quantiles of 

the standard normal distribution) are provided for each of the 34 phonemes distinguished in the text. The 

approach to data normalization (z-statistics) is based on information about both the number of phonemes 

depending on their position (wordinitial, wordfinal or wordmedial), and the total number of occurrences 

of each phoneme in the text; this allows us to retain information about positional features of low 

frequency phonemes and to find individual tendencies for each cell in the contingency table. The 

deviation of the z-statistics from the quantiles of the standard normal distribution (-1.96, 1.96) indicates 

the character of phoneme sequences in the language. It is shown that for the absolute majority of Tatar 

phonemes, the z-statistics are far beyond the interval (-1.96, 1.96), with the exception of borrowed 

phonemes |ц| and |щ|, as well as the low-frequency phoneme |ж|, which indicates the random nature of 

the distribution of these phonemes in Tatar.  

The syntagmatic component of the phonological system, just like the inventory of phonemes, is 

unique for each language, so without such study the phonological description would be incomplete. That 

is why a special section examines Tatar phoneme sequences using the example of two and three phoneme 

combinations. Since there is often a gap in grammar books between the descriptions of the phonological 

and morphological levels, quantitative information on phonemes is complemented with grammatical 

interpretation; in particular, the author shows that high frequency combinations of phonemes are 

associated with affixes and stems, which is determined by the agglutinative structure of the Tatar 

language. 
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Nikita A. Muravyev. Northern Khanty as a language with the features of accusative and 

hierarchical alignment 

This study features an alignment system in Kazym Khanty. Several facts including accusative 

marking of personal pronouns, verbal agreement with S/A and a strong tendency towards the clause-

initial position of S/A suggest treating Kazym Khanty alignment as accusative. Meanwhile field and text 

data on the distribution of the active and passive voice as well as subject and subject-object agreement 

forms reveal several hierarchical coding effects. These include sensitivity of active/passive distinction to 

animacy and referentiality of the core participants and definiteness requirement of both participants for 

subject-object agreement. In sum, these facts suggest that Kazym Khanty can be considered an 

intermediate case of an alignment system combining certain surface properties of an accusative alignment 

with underlying hierarchical distribution patterns resembling some hierarchical coding systems of 

Algonquian and Tibeto-Burman languages. 
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Yu. V. Normanskaya, I. V. Fedotova. Phonetic and lexical innovations in Ob-Ugric dialects in 

the 18th—21st centuries: new archival and field data 

This paper offers a comprehensive analysis of proximity between the dialects within Khanty and 

Mansi languages, which form the Ob-Ugric group within the Uralic languages. Even though they are 

thought to be closely related, research has shown the discrepancy between the phonological and 

lexicostatistical distance between Khanty varieties vs. Mansi varieties.  

In the article, innovations in phonology, morphology and basic vocabulary are brought together 

and compared. New data from archives (18th century) and latest fieldwork shed the light on chronology of 



phonetic, morphological and lexical changes. Using comparative method, it is shown that in the late 18th 

century Mansi dialects were still not very distant from each other. Moreover, phonetic differences which 

hindered mutual understanding between speakers of eastern and northern dialects in the 20th century 

became distinctive not earlier than 250 years ago. On the contrary, Khanty dialects were as distant as 

separate languages back in the late 18th century. Judging by glottochronological calculations, the time of 

divergence of contemporary Kazym and Vakh Khanty can be dated back as early as the beginning of the 

first millennium AD. These Khanty varieties have more differences than any Slavic and even Turkic 

(except Chuvash) languages between each other. Therefore, they should be counted as different 

languages, not dialects.  

Overall, from the extensive analysis of phonetics, morphology and basic vocabulary, it is proved 

that Mansi varieties were still dialects (until all but one became extinct) and Khanty varieties were 

separate languages when they were first recorded in the late 1700s. 
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Maria O. Cheremisinova. Comparative-attenuative polysemy in Finno-Ugric languages 

The topic of this paper is comparative and attenuative polysemy in Finno-Ugric languages. In 

some Finno-Ugric languages comparative markers have attenuative meaning (‘a little bit, slightly’) as 

well. This paper focuses on three markers exhibiting such a polysemy: -ges in Beserman (Permic), -šək in 

Kazym Khanty (Ugric) and -rak in Hill Mari (Mari). These markers can be used in comparative 

constructions, have attenuative function and can be attached to the markers of negation. The markers can 

be used cross-categorically, therefore I also describe compatibility of the markers in different functions. 

In comparative constructions, all of the markers can be attached to adjectives and adverbs, while in 

Beserman it is also possible for the marker -ges to be combined with verbs, nouns and pronouns. 

However, in Kazym Khanty the marker -šək has attenuative meaning even in comparative constructions. 

In attenuative function, the markers in all three languages can attach to adjectives, adverbs, postpositions 

(or relational nouns), while in Beserman and Hill Mari verbs can be modified by the markers as well. 

Finally, comparative-attenuative markers in all of the languages can be attached to the markers of 

negation. In this function, the most common context allowing the use of the marker is the context 

meaning ‘not yet’: it appears in all of the described languages. In Kazym Khanty the marker -šək can also 

express the meaning of emphatic negation (‘no way’) when making a reference to future or present. 
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